Person of Interest Field Explanation

MKE/MESSAGE KEY ORI/ORIGINATING AGENCY IDENTIFIER (TERMINAL ADDRESS)
NAM/PERSONS LAST, FIRST, MIDDLE INITIAL SEX/MALE/FEMALE RAC/RACE
POB/PLACE OF BIRTH DOB/DATE OF BIRTH HGT/HEIGHT WGT/WEIGHT
EYE/EYE COLOR HAI/HAIR COLOR SKN/SKIN TONE SMT/SCARS, MARKS, TATTOOS
FBI/FBI # SID/STATE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (NUMBER ASSIGNED WHEN YOU ARE FINGERPRINTED) FPC/FINGERPRINT CLASS MNU/MISCELLANEOUS NUMBERS SOC/SOCIAL SECURITY # OLN/OPERATOR LICENSE # OLS/LICENSE STATE OLY/LICENSE YEAR RTP/RECORD TYPE DOR/DATE OF RECORD OCA/ORIGINATING AGENCY CASE #
LKI/LINKAGE AGENCY IDENTIFIER LKA/LINKAGE AGENCY CASE # MIS/MISCELLANEOUS FIELD FOR EXTRADITION AND OFFICER SAFETY INFORMATION IF IT APPLIES NOA/NOTIFY ORIGINATING AGENCY LIC/VEHICLE LICENSE LIS/VEHICLE LICENSE STATE LIY/LICENSE YEAR LIT/ LICENSE TYPE (TRUCK ETC.) VIN/ VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION #
VYR/VEHICLE YEAR VMA/ VEHICLE MAKE VMO/VEHICLE MODEL VST/VEHICLE STYLE VCO/VEHICLE COLOR VCOS/SECOND VEHICLE COLOR CMC/CAUTION MEDICAL CONDITION DNA/DNA PROFILE INDICATOR (Y OR N) DLO/LOCATION OF WHERE DNA IS HELD CTZ/CITIZENSHIP (2 DIGIT COUNTRY CODE)

ENT/ENTRY DATE TOE/TIME OF ENTRY FROM ORI/ 5 DIGIT AGENCY IDENTIFIER WAC/WACIC GENERATED NUMBER NIC/NCIC GENERATED NUMBER